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Is it considered "overwritten" when an author takes way too long building up every plot point while
simultaneously having too many plot points to begin with? Or is "overwritten" just when a writer uses
language that is conspicuously ornate, such as "inanition" when "hunger" will do? Or maybe it could apply to
both issues? I think overwriting can e My reviewing vocabulary is not the strongest. I think overwriting can
explain a lot of them. The thing is, this kept me turning pages the entire time, but turning pages angrily,
because each page contained almost as much to piss me off as it did to keep me reading. Entire paragraphs of
internal dialogue, or setting, or tension-building. I think the incessant stakes-raising is what really bugged me.
You have to have him traveling through a blizzard and battling a pack of wolves. Everything that any
character struggles to do, they have to struggle inhumanly to do. You would think this would make events
more impressive but it really just takes you out of the book by making everything completely ridiculous.
Tension is actually diminished because you know the characters are capable of basically anything. For
example, broken ankles abound, and they are apparently not too serious because people can still walk for
leagues on them and even do battle. The only real effect seems to be that the character thinks about them for
long lines while doing all of the journeying and fighting. Why do this then? But man, there are whole episodes
that could have been cut. Most of that Triock mess, for example. Why do we need to see magical healing
spiders if an actual Healer is about to come anyway? Many pages of Revelstone-sieging could have been
excised. Just way too much bloat. At some point you either get over it and start doing stuff, or you huddle into
a little ball and cower until someone comes for your head. How does that make any sense? I think I might just
be a sci-fi guy at heart.
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Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. May This section may contain an excessive amount of intricate detail that may interest only a
particular audience. February Learn how and when to remove this template message Cavewights are dimly
intelligent subterranean creatures skilled in metal working and mining. They are weak willed, and are easily
intimidated by Lord Foul into serving him though they once traded openly with the humans of the Land. They
are described as having "long, scrawny limbs, hands as huge and heavy as shovels," plus "a thin, hunched
torso, and a head shaped like a battering ram. The Creator is the mysterious being who created the Land and
the universe in which it exists. The fundamental structure of the universe, the Arch of Time, prevents the
Creator from intervening directly in events in the world of his creation, and he never appears in physical form
within that world. He can, however, manifest himself in the "real" worldâ€”he appears to Covenant and
Linden as an old man in an ochre robeâ€”and guides those who attempt to make contact between the
universes. Demondim are a now-extinct race spawned by the Viles. They had a semi-corporeal nature, and
could only achieve physical presence by animating dead bodies. They are somewhat like dybbuks in this
respect. They were not originally wholly evil, but their inherent self-loathing was used by Lord Foul to gain
their allegiance. They spawned two other races, the Waynhim and the ur-viles. Elohim are a race of spirits
who possess god-like powers. To mortal perceptions, they appear as beautiful men and women in a remote,
sealed-off region of the Earth, and spend their time in dazzling physical transformations. In their own
perspective, they constitute the animating principle of the Earth, and the history of the Land is the
manifestation of events in their own consciousness. As they regard their own domain as the only "real" place
in the Earth, they rarely dabble in outside events. However, if they perceive a grave threat to the Earth, one of
their number is "Appointed" to attempt to avert the threat â€” and to bear the cost of failing. Forestals are
beings who serve the forests of the Land, the remnants of the One Forest, the great sentient wood which once
covered the Land. They are human in appearance, but according to the Elohim they were created by the One
Forest itself using knowledge from another Elohim imprisoned within the Colossus. The Forestals actively
protected the remaining forest from destruction by encroaching mortals. They were more numerous in the
distant past but few survived into the era of the New Lords. By the time of the Second Chronicles, when the
remnants of the ancient forest with the exception of Giant Woods in the Lower Land were long dead, the last
remaining Forestal lived in Andelain. Giants are a race of extremely long-lived but nevertheless mortal
humanoids of unusual height and strength. Giants are known for their stone lore similar to but not identical
with that of the Stonedownors , their skill at seamanship, and their love of story-telling. A common Giantish
interjection is, "Stone and Sea! Fire does, however, cause them intense pain, which they use to cure
themselves of grief in a ritual known as caamora. In return for a favor performed for the mysterious Elohim
long ago, the entire race of Giants are endowed with an innate ability to speak and understand all languages.
The Giants of the Land are sometimes called the Unhomed since they were separated from their homeland
long ago. Although the Giants love children, they are not fertile as a people, and their numbers in the Land in
the time of the First Chronicles have dwindled. They sometimes refer to humans as Rockbrothers and
Rocksisters, in honor of the ancient alliance they made with High Lord Damelon Giantfriend. Saltheart
Foamfollower is a Giant. Griffins are winged lions. They are sometimes ridden by ur-viles. Haruchai are a
hardy race of warriors living in the Westron Mountains, west of the Land. The Haruchai shun the use of
weapons or magic, taking pride in their own physical prowess and the purity of their service, which is never
given lightly. They have the ability to communicate amongst themselves via telepathy, and each can access the
combined memories of their entire race. Outwardly stoic, even seemingly emotionless, they could also be
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considered arrogant in their beliefs. The Insequent are a mysterious race of people who dwell to the west of
the Land. Each Insequent has a unique and very focused skill that can seem magical or superhuman. These
skills range from invisibility, virtual invulnerability or even time travel. They have an almost dismissive
disdain for the Haruchai and a bitter and long-standing rivalry with The Elohim, which has not yet been fully
explained. They rarely reveal their true names, but prefer to be identified by their titles. So far only four
Insequent have appeared in the stories: The Mahdoubt, the Harrow, the Theomach and the Ardent. A fifth, the
Vizard, is referenced by several other characters, and a sixthâ€”the Auriferenceâ€”is mentioned briefly by the
Ardent, although both the Vizard and the Auriference are believed to be deceased. Lords are the leaders and
stewards of the Land, also known as Earthfriends. The standards for Lordship are high, so they are generally
few in number. In order to become a Lord, a person must master the martial arts and the use and application of
magic. The Lords carry special staffs that allow them to channel their power, and are easily identified by their
sky blue robes. Lord Foul is the most commonly used name for the ancient enemy of the Land, given to him
by the Council of Lords. He is a being of pure spirit, although capable of taking on human form, and is
apparently immortal: On occasions when this has happened he has always been able to restore and regenerate
his power. His desire to bring suffering to the earth and the Land in particular is manifested by his extremely
well orchestrated and even cautious long-term plans throughout the chronicles. Ramen are the tenders of the
Ranyhyn see below. Traditionally they do not ride or otherwise subjugate the great horses, and can grow
resentful of those who do. The fact that the Lords of Revelstone and the Bloodguard often ride the great horses
is a major point of contention, but the Ramen tolerate this in deference to the Ranyhyn, who choose to give
their service. Ramen are organised into three "ranks": Manethralls who are the leaders, Cords who assist the
Manethralls while training to become Manethralls themselves, and Winhomes who perform domestic
supporting duties. Two other ranks are mentioned in The Runes of the Earth, Keepers and Curriers, but their
placement within the Ramen hierarchy is not known. Ranyhyn are the great horses of the Land. These horses
live on the Plains of Ra, and are tended by the Ramen. The Ranyhyn are akin to normal horses, but are larger,
always have a star and are in some indefinable sense enhanced by the Earthpower of the Land, so that their
speed and endurance, as well as their intelligence, far outstrip those of a standard horse. The Ranyhyn can be
ridden by individuals they deem worthy, but a person who seeks such a mount must travel to the Plains of Ra
and offer himself to the horses for consideration. If a Ranyhyn accepts a rider, it is loyal to that rider until
death. All of the Bloodguard apparently are accepted by the Ranyhyn, but not all Lords have been deemed
worthy. The Ranyhyn also have a limited ability to perceive the future; these horses can "hear" when their
rider will need them, hearing their calling days or weeks before the rider makes the call. Thus, when the rider
summons his Ranyhyn, it appears shortly thereafter, regardless of the distance between them. Ravers are
bodiless evil spirits with the ability to possess and control some lesser creatures, and most humans as well.
Giants and Bloodguard are typically immune to this power, and there are no known instances of a Raver
possessing a Ranyhyn. The Despiser is somehow able to enhance their abilities when he pleases, but can
prevent them from possessing individuals he deems too powerful. They were not allowed to possess Thomas
Covenant, for instance, because his ring would make them too powerful for Lord Foul to control. This
possession can be, and in some cases needs to be, facilitated by some external power. They are known for their
knowledge of stone lore and live in stone huts. A master of stone lore is called a "Gravelingas", or a
Rhadhamaerl which also refers to the craft of stone lore. Stonedownors are typically dark-skinned, squat and
muscular, though this is not always the case. Trell and Triock are both unusually tall for Stonedownors.
During the Second Chronicles, their leaders are known as Gravellers, and sacrifice members of their village to
use the blood to call forth the power of the Sunbane. Ur-viles are creatures of jet black color and are
constructions of an extinct race named the Demondim. They are highly magical, possessing a number of
supernatural abilities, including shooting acid, creating bolts of pure energy and the like. They are blind,
lacking any form of visual organ, but possess a preternatural sense of smell. One of their most distinctive
features is that when assembled in a wedge formation, the leader or loremaster at the apex wields the
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combined power of the entire group, without weakening any of their kin in the rest of the wedge. The ur-viles
initially served Lord Foul, but later turned against him by creating the creature Vain from which the new Staff
of Law was created. In The Runes of the Earth , the ur-viles have actively joined the side of "good", though
their motivation remains unclear. Because they were made rather than born, the ur-viles loathe their own
bodies and often redirect this rage towards other targets. They also do not die, except when killed, or
reproduce naturally, although they do retain the lore required to construct more of their own kind and the
Waynhimâ€”however, their motivations for doing so are unlike those of natural creatures. Viles are an extinct
race who spawned the Demondim. They were non-corporeal, but nonetheless very powerful. Initially a proud
and gifted race, they were led into self-hatred and despair by the Ravers. Waynhim are another race of
creatures spawned by the Demondim often referred to as the "accidental" or "lesser" creations, in contrast with
the ur-viles. They closely resemble the Ur-viles having no eyes, super-sensitive smell and hearing, and
magical abilities , though they are smaller and lighter in color. Like the Ur-viles who are their long-standing
nemeses , the Waynhim were made rather than born. Like the Ur-viles, they fight in a wedge formation with a
loremaster at the apex. They are known for their use of wood lore and living in tree-top villages. The village
elders are called Heers. A master of wood lore is called a Hirebrand, or a lillianrill. Lillianrill usually refers to
the craft of wood lore. They are typically fair-skinned, tall and slender.
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Plot summary[ edit ] Back in his own "real" world, Thomas Covenant is devastated by the loss of Elena,
though he still maintains to himself that his experience in the Land was all just a dream. Tormented by this
unanswerable paradox, he neglects his physical condition; he stops taking his medications and fails to treat his
head wound, allowing his dormant leprosy to once again become active. Wandering in the woods outside of
his home town, he comes upon a lost little girl suffering from a rattlesnake bite. At this point he is once again
summoned to the Land, this time by the desperate High Lord Mhoram, who is in need of aid. Covenant finds
that seven years have gone by since the Illearth War , and Lord Foul is preparing for his final assault on the
people of the Land. Foul has enslaved the tormented spirit of former High Lord Elena, who now wields the
Staff of Law in the service of evil. The Lords have lost their most loyal defenders, the semi-immortal
Bloodguard, and the Land has been cast into a perpetual winter. As a last resort, the Lords have decided to call
upon Covenant, in the hope that he will be able to use the wild magic power of his white gold ring to repel the
siege and save the Land from total destruction. Covenant does manage to save the girl, but at the cost of being
poisoned by the rattlesnake venom he has sucked out of her. In this state and with the knowledge that the girl
is safe, he accepts another summoning. This time he has been brought to the Land by the joint efforts of
Triock, jilted lover of Lena whom Covenant raped on his first trip to the Land resulting in the birth of Elena
and the Giant Saltheart Foamfollower, his boon companion from the quest from the Staff of Law and one of
the last two surviving Giants. South of the Plains of Ra, Covenant finds that his old bodyguard Bannor has
joined with the Ramen in an attempt to protect the Ranyhyn, the intelligent, free horses who formerly served
the Bloodguard as mounts. Covenant convinces the Ramen to take the Ranyhyn south to safety; Bannor,
though no longer sustained by the power of his Vow, accompanies him on his journey east. Kidnapped by
Ravers, Covenant confronts Elena and uses the power of his white gold ring to dismiss her ghost, although this
results in the destruction of the Staff of Law. Bannor declines to follow Covenant further, although he accepts
the metal heels of the Staff for safekeeping and eventual return to the Lords. Meanwhile Lord Mhoram, after a
protracted battle, is able to break the siege of Revelstone and kill Satansfist. Covenant, who has finally gained
full comprehension of and control over the power of the wild magic, uses it to destroy the Illearth Stone:
However, his consciousness remains, and while in a state somewhere between being and non-existence, he is
spoken to in the darkness by the voice of the old beggar from the beginning of the first book, who is in fact the
Creator of the Land. The Creator thanks Covenant for saving his creation and asks him what reward he might
accept. Excitedly, Covenant asks the Creator to save Foamfollower, but the Creator regretfully tells Covenant
that even he cannot undo something which has already occurred: The Creator explains that this restriction, in
fact, is what prevented him from dealing with Foul directly: The Creator then tells Covenant that he has a
choice: Covenant, still unwilling to fully accept the Land, chooses the latter and awakes in his hospital bed,
weakened from his physical trauma, still afflicted with his disease, but happy to be alive, and secure in the
knowledge that he had not failed the Land.
Chapter 4 : The Power That Preserves by Stephen R. Donaldson
By the third book of The Chronicles of Thomas Covenant the Unbeliever, we the readers have a totally different
perspective on reality than Covenant. He still refuses to believe in The Land, but for us, it's the real world that seems
unbelievable.
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